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Dual Rife Machine, Quantum Radionics Bio-Resonance Education and Application System
The RifeMedic 7 is a modern touch screen LCD multi-modality device with Educational features,
Diagnosis support, Assessment and Scanner modalities, Bio-resonance applications, Health
modality applications, and Tools for supporting a holistic approach to health care.
Two RifeMedic 7 LCD sizes are available: 7-inch ; 10-inch. Two RifeMedic 7 devices are offered:
A double rife machine ; A double rife machine with scanner functions.

RifeMedic 7
RifeMedic 7
RifeMedic 7
RifeMedic 7

2XR-7
2XR-10
2XRA-7
2XRA-10

- 7” lcd dual bio-resonator
- 10” lcd dual bio-resonator
- 7” lcd dual bio-resonator with assessment features and devices
- 10” lcd dual bio-resonator with assessment features and devices

Features and functions of RifeMedic 7 devices are constantly being improved and updated.
Unique features include the Beat modes, Modulation modes and Position modes that have been unique
features of the RifeMedic 5 devices. These modes apply dual frequency and triple frequency applications
that have interestingly been recently co-discovered by other bio-resonance researchers to be extremely
efficient and can not be compared with single frequency applications.
Specifications:
8 000 +
pre-programmed rife machine programs
2
independent rife machine output channels
(*) Note: These features
depend on the RifeMedic 7
1
radionics and water imprint output channel (*) Note
model or may require extra
8
health assessment and scanner modalities (*) Note
devices to function.
6
health support treatment modalities (*) Note
3
health related tools (*) Note
0 - 1 200 000
Hz bio-resonance frequency bandwidth per output channel
0 - 4 000 000
Hz bio-resonance frequency modulation system
48
V peak to peak maximum adjustable output per channel
15
nSec output switching speed
Peripherals included: 2 x sets of hand electrodes, 1 x set of foot plates, 2 sets of connecting wires
Available peripherals: Electro-magnetic blanket, Radionics unit, Water-imprinter unit
Assessment peripherals and Tools: To be announced when ready.

Quick Start:

On all screens, press on the Man for a help screen

1: Press BioResonance
2: Press Programs

Programs Press Positions:
ON TOP is the CURRENTLY SELECTED PROGRAM

Increase the number
Decrease the number

Go 1 Up in the list,
direction = Up

(healing) Press the word to Search the next same word

Search

Go to Previous alpha
letter, direction = Up
Go 10 Up or Down
the list
Go to Next alpha
letter, direction = Down
Go 1 Down in the list,
direction = Down

Select this Item

Type =healing to search for the word within the names
Select another list segment to search further from there
(go to next alpha letter and press the search word to search from there)

Down one Page

Select Segments of the Alphabet

NB On the Programs Page: Do not make selections too fast to avoid screen sync loss - do not press wildly - take it calm
The top item is the currently selected program

3: Select and Assign Programs
to one or both of the channels
Add the Program to the selection the list of programs you wish to run
Remove the last added program
Clear the entire program selection
Assign the selected programs to Channel 1
Assign the selected programs to Channel 2

The procedure for assigning programs to
Channel 1 and Channel 2 will be:
Add one or a selection of programs.
Assign the loaded programs to Channel 1.
Clear the selection of programs.
Add one or a selection of programs.
Assign the loaded programs to Channel 2.
Go to the BioResonance Page.

To delete programs after assigning it to a Channel, go to the Bio-Resonance Page
And press the specific Channel’s Stop button Twice.

Intensity select press points

Automatic scale change

Remove the last added program

Little intensity increase

More intensity increase

Select 50% intensity

White
Green
Pink
Red

= no programs loaded
= programs loaded
= paused
= running

More intensity decrease

Little intensity decrease

This button will be Run - press Run to run the Channel
Press Pause to pause the Channel - the Intensity selection will be reset

4: While holding the electrodes in both hands or applied to both feet - press Run and adjust the output to the desired intensity.
Adjust the intensity until the sensation feels gentle and pleasant. Press intensity decrease any time while intensity increases
to stop increasing or lower the intensity. Always check the output leds - they are directly connected to the electrode wires.
High frequencies may not produce and sensation - do not adjust the output too high with high frequencies. Do not short out the electrodes.

5: In order to use the “Beat Mode” or the “Times Mode”:
Beat Mode adds the selected frequency value of one channel to the frequency of the other channel.
For example, when you load the same programs in Channel 1 and Channel 2 like the exercise below, and you select “Beat Mode” on Channel 1
until 528 Hz appears, Channel 1’s frequency = Channel 2’s frequency + 528.
Times Mode multiplies the selected frequency value of one channel to the frequency of the other channel.
For example, when you load the same programs in Channel 1 and Channel 2 like the exercise below, and you select “Times Mode” on Channel 1
until 11 appears, Channel 1’s frequency = Channel 2’s frequency x 11.
Use only Beat Mode or Times Mode not both.
An example to let Channel 2 run 11 times faster than Channel 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Press “BioResonance” to go to the Bio-resonance page.
Press “Programs” to go to the Programs page
Press “Clear”, then select your required programs for example “General Comprehensive” and press “Add” and then “Channel 1” and
“Channel 2” so the same program is assigned to Channel 1 as well as to Channel 2.
Select the “BioResonance” page and press “Run” for Channel 1 and “Run” for Channel 2.
Select “Settings” and on channel 2, keep selecting “Times Mode” until the value is “11 x Frequency of Channel 1”.
Select the “BioResonance” page and adjust the intensity of channel 1 to the point where it feels comfortable. Then adjust the intensity of
channel 2 to the point where it feels comfortable. Observe the frequency of channel 2 is 11 times the frequency of channel 1.

The RifeMedic 7 is a fully functional Bio-Resonance application device. It has many advanced features
including a second channel that can function fully independent. Also different modes of operation and
functioning for enhanced effect and other modality applications.
The RifeMedic 7 (2XR models) are development in-progress devices with new features being released
about every week. Not all screens on these devices are active or usable as they may be for future
implementation or only related to the more advanced scanner-RifeMedic 7 (2XRA models).

New in-progress features:
Alter Mode: Beat Mode and Times Mode Channel’s frequencies are Altered or swapped
Modulation Modes: A modulation frequency can ride onto each Channel’s output signal. Such a modulation
frequency may enhance the currently applied frequency with an important high-frequency signal to further
enhance the effect of the applied frequency.
Diagnosis Support: List your symptoms and the system will provide possible options in conditions that may
associate with the symptoms.
Physiology Support: Several human physiology pages are available with vital information. Next will follow
condition’s effects and symptoms on the body.

